Dear (Donor):

The Outdoors is for Everyone. We said it when 2013 began and we think when the last calendar page flips over you’ll say we showed it is true – and you’ll know you’re a huge reason why!

Your gift of $______________ to the Pennsylvania Parks & Forests Foundation demonstrates your commitment to our way of thinking.

Who’s “everyone?” They’re the Lentz family who took the Great Pennsylvania Outdoor Challenge and hugged a big tree at Ricketts Glen. They’re Gavin, who always wanted to ride a bike like the other kids in the campground and, thanks to our Pinchot Outdoors event showcasing accessible recreation, found a hand-crank bicycle he can operate with one arm. They’re photographers, pet owners, Facebook friends and forest and park users who never take their state parks and forests for granted.

Thank you again for your generosity. We sincerely hope you’ll join us outside – in snow, sun and even rain our Pennsylvania state parks and state forests are unequalled. Just like our members!

See you on the trails,

Marci J. Mowery
President

PPFF is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization—contributions to which are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law. No goods or services were received in exchange for this contribution. The official registration of the Pennsylvania Parks and Forests Foundation may be obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of State by calling toll free within Pennsylvania 1-800-732-0999. Registration does not imply endorsement.